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Misc. Notes Originally scanned at about 180dpi color, converted to 600dpi monochrome. The score should
get cleaned to get a perfectly reprintable version, but I'm lazy. If I get asked for it from many people I may
take the time.
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Misc. Notes Sources: Breitkopf und HÃ¤rtel 1879; BÃ¤renreiter NMA (Plath/Rehm) 1966 (Cello part only) see discussion page Purchase
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Listed by catalogue number. Note: the list includes works which were published posthumously and given
opus numbers after the composer's death. Only the opus numbers 1 to 72 were assigned by Mendelssohn,
the later ones by publishers. The opus number sequence does not therefore always accord with the order of
composition).
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These are pdf files of classical music arranged for recorder groups. I appreciate your feedback. If you find
mistakes in the music or misplaced link, please let me know.
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Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky's Trio in A minor, Op. 50, was written in Rome between December 1881 and late
January 1882. It is subtitled In memory of a great artist, in reference to Nikolai Rubinstein, his close friend
and mentor, who had died on 23 March 1881.It is scored for piano, violin, and cello.. The work's first version
was completed by late January 1882.
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"For 18 years we provide a free and legal service for free sheet music. If you use and like Free-scores.com,
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The purpose of this page is to make it easy for printing the entire listing of composers (so no fancy colors
here but only black letters, and hyperlinks are just underlined to distinguish them easily in printed form), or to
search a particular word or phrase in the browser (in the menu-browser: edit, search).
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Bonifacio VIII, nato Benedetto Caetani (Anagni, 1230 circa â€“ Roma, 11 ottobre 1303), Ã¨ stato il 193Âº
papa della Chiesa cattolica dal 1294 alla morte.. Fu discendente di un ramo dell'importante famiglia Caetani
(o Gaetani), che potÃ© acquisire ulteriori ricchezze e grandi latifondi sfruttando la sua carica pontificia..
Vissuto in un periodo storico di forte transizione in cui gli stati ...
Papa Bonifacio VIII - Wikipedia
IX Symfonia d-moll op. 125 Ludwiga van Beethovena â€“ ostatnia ukoÅ„czona symfonia tego kompozytora i
zarazem jedno z najsÅ‚ynniejszych i najwybitniejszych dzieÅ‚ muzyki powaÅ¼nej.Znana takÅ¼e jako
"Symfonia radoÅ›ci", popularna jest gÅ‚Ã³wnie dziÄ™ki finaÅ‚owej kantacie do sÅ‚Ã³w "Ody do radoÅ›ci"
Friedricha von Schillera.. ByÅ‚a pierwszÄ… w historii symfoniÄ… wokalno-instrumentalnÄ…, tzn ...
IX symfonia Beethovena â€“ Wikipedia, wolna encyklopedia
Classical music commentary with reviews of new releases of baroque opera & early music CDs &
historically-inspired stagings and dance
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